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INTRODUCTION

WHY DOES
CREDIT MATTER?

The main problem many people face right now, whether they know it or not, 
is less than perfect credit. Did you know that 4 out of 5 Americans have errors 
on their credit report? Having a lower credit score could lead you to spending 
tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars more in your lifetime.

With nearly everything revolving around credit, a lack of it could be costing 
you more than you can imagine. Don’t miss out on that potential car, home 
or career – read on for a proven way to improve your credit!

Your credit score is the most important number in your 
financial life, but if you don’t have perfect credit today, 
don’t panic, so few of us actually do. So why should you 

strive to increase your credit score when so many 
Americans have let it slip by the wayside? Increasing 
your credit score can help you get your dream car or 
home , qualify to be considered for better jobs, and 
open topen the door to countless other opportunities.



WHAT ARE THE CREDIT
FUNDAMENTALS?
Experts have shown that successful credit can be accomplished 
through building, organizing and protecting your credit.

Many people know that credit is key to build your financial future.
Some know that building, organizing and protecting it is the path forward.
Few know how to tackle this, especially with traditional challenges to credit repair.

BUILD – Restoring, building and monitoring your 
credit is the first step. This is often done by
removing inaccurate, obsolete and erroneous 
items from y our credit report, understanding 
how credit is broken down so you can improve it 
daily, and monitoring it to ensure no one else is 
taking advantage of your hard financial work.

ORGANIZE – Budgeting, paying off debt, 
setting savings goals and understanding your 
networth are key to planning your path to 
success. Getting these locked in will make 
certain you not only have a plan, but stick to it 
and increase and grow your financial position.

PROTECT – It’s important to put plans in place 
to help you avoid financial headache and help 
deal with sudden financial emergencies. Many 
people fail to prepare for unexpected financial 
events because they think they’re too young, it 
costs too much, or they don’t understand the 
process that goes into protecting their 
finafinancial position.



(and how to get it done quickly and at a fraction of the cost!)

Traditional financial services can be time intensive and can be so expensive that 
previously many of these services have been available only to the affluent.

You could spend up to $10,000 in 1 year attempting to do all this. But doing 
this all on your own isn’t only expensive, it can be overwhelming because
it takes so much time.

The Traditional Challenges
with Credit Repair

Credit Restoration = $99 per month

Will, Trust, P.O.A. = $5000

Credit Attorney = $250 per hour



The Solution:
So How Do I Improve My 
Credit and Get Back into 
the Financial Driver Seat?

BUILD CREDIT ORGANIZE CREDIT PROTECT CREDIT

Credit Restoration Budgeting Identity Monitoring

Credit Builder Debt Payoff Will & Trust

Credit Attorney Savings Goals Financial Lockbox

Credit Monitoring Net Worth YFL Family Mint

How to Improve Your Credit (Get started in under 5 minutes!)
UCEUCES’ proven Protection Plan and credit experts work with you on 
any inaccurate, obsolete, erroneous, or unverifiable accounts. Plus, 
they assist in building, organizing and protecting your credit and 
assets. Identity and Credit Monitoring are also included in the 
Protection Plan and are another part of keeping yourself secure 
personally anzlly.

AAs mentioned earlier, other services could take countless hours and 
up to $10,000 a year to improve your credit. With UCES’ Proven 
Protection Plan, you can get all that and more for under $99 a 
month.

Take a quick look at all the services you’ll get in the Protection Plan:


